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About This Game

Lode Runner, the Legendary Platformer Returns!

Lode Runner Legacy is the latest edition in the classic Lode Runner series, a masterpiece of action puzzle gaming introduced in
the U.S. in 1983. Players manipulate “Runner” to infiltrate the evil empire and recover stolen gold while avoiding enemies and

minefields. The ingenious balance of puzzle and action gameplay from the original Lode Runner is alive in Lode Runner
Legacy, along with many new features that offer a fresh experience to both new players and returning fans alike, including an

updated Voxel visual style and powerful game editors.

features!

Adventure Mode: Infiltrate the evil Empire and bring back stolen gold!

NEW! Two Player Mode: Local Co-Op Multiplayer with up to 2 players, along with new levels! Controlled required.

NEW! Extra Mode: More levels featuring new enemies that have new movements!

Puzzle Mode:It’s all puzzles, all the time. No enemies allowed.

Classic Mode: Play the original 150 levels in 3D!
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World Levels: An outstanding collection of user-created levels.

Craft Mode: Create your own levels, characters, items, combine them and share with other fans.

Online Rankings:Compete against other fans in global standings.

NEW!

varying Level Sizes

more Technical Bonuses

deadly Enemies

challenging New Ai

local 2player Co-op Play

Named one of “The Greatest Games of All Time” by GameSpot, Lode Runner was created by Douglas E. Smith in 1983 while a
student at the University of Washington. The game was not only an award-winning bestseller, but also a significant milestone

that influenced many in the video game industry.

Alexey Pajitnov, creator of Tetris, said of the game, “My favorite for many, many years. Every level was a real puzzle with its
own mechanics, its own dynamics, its own kind of solution. … I can’t imagine any other game with such inventive and unusual

design.”

In a tribute to Smith after his death in 2014, US Gamer editor-in-chief Jeremy Parish commented, “[He] created one of the
most innovative formative works of the medium, a game that managed to transcend international boundaries and become a

beloved classic among American PC gamers and Japanese console fanatics alike.”

As a classic from video game history looks to the future, “Lode Runner Legacy” can keep evolving with your support. We hope
you enjoy the game!
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Title: Lode Runner Legacy
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Tozai Games, Inc., O-TWO inc., ESQUADRA,inc.
Publisher:
Tozai Games, Inc.
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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something i bought cause it was cheap.

the controls are f-ing stupid. with a xbox 360 or without a xbox 360 controller.

the game doesnt seem to play well with me so i give it a miss.. This is worth all 5 dollars of your money! The cuteness that is the
minaduki household cannot be contained nor denied!!. Do I say yay or nay? There's nobody online to play this with right now.
Or, perhaps, ever.

There is an 'offline' mode. In it you purchase troops, press 'battle' and watch them all mash into each other for about 20 seconds,
after which you are told that you have lost.

Even Epic Battle Simulator has more depth than this does right now.

I'm gonna say yay though in the hope that someone else buys it. Then I can play an online match before we both refund the
game.. Karts crashing and flying in the first lap
:). A game from my childhood that I now kick butt at within a few hours easily. It definitely is a nice game for kids and adults
who feel an urge of nostalgia coming on from the early 2000 era.. It's pretty straight
. So as someone who was actually a forklift operator for many years, this game really brought back a few memories. Mainly
memories of doing thoughtless pick-this-up-here-and-put-it-there tasks. I know this is only $1.99, and for that price it's a decent
experience.

Needs mast tilting though for full forklift effect. Oh and more steel racking placed in weird♥♥♥♥♥spots with many shelves.
Then have someone tell you to put something that's obviously too big for the area they want you to put it in.

Oh and with keyboard controls the accelerration is a little wonky.

But for $2 I can't complain.. In for the first review! This game is like Risk on steroids and a lot faster paced. For the price I
highly recommend this game if you enjoy strategy games and dominating the board.. The visuals are breathtaking. The way
everything was drawn really gave more emotion to the story.
The dialogue can go on for a while, but it tells the story well.
I actually became entrapped in it.
I wished it could've gave more into the story of "Toma" (The main character in the story).
Music is a bit simple compared to the visuals. Still quite good.
Overall impression?
I loved it. It was thrilling. Calming. Beautiful. and *ahem* there was yuri. :D
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The program has crashed on me Level 14, wave 12 of 12 twice now, there won't be a third time.. this game is good, but its not
the best

( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). Bought it. Computer started acting odd; getting problems the same day. Found out it has SECUREROM copy protection
in the game, even if you buy it through Steam.

I would HIGHLY suggest not purchasing.
. This is a fun game and I like the style but I don't think I have played a live player yet, in three hours play.
Playing online and at a differen't time: If you don't get any takers then I think they just set you up with a ai player... The penny
only dropped because they all had booze related names like 'tippler' or 'Casanova'... reminds me of 'WORMS' names.. Only
bought it because I had unfinished business with a scratched up hand me down copy that won't let me play for more than 3
minutes ages ago when I was little.

Its everything I imagined and more. Steam need to do something about this BS... More money wasted on Green Light project...
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